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ABSTRACT

Understanding how the public views water use and its conservation is crucial to the effective management of water resources. More often than not such research is limited by geographical location. Therefore, with behaviour change playing an ever greater role in the management of water resources, there is a growing need to better understand how the public views water use and it conservation in particular locations. This is crucial to the development of more informed and robust policy decisions. As a result, this paper presents the findings of a small-scale research project that sought to expand the geographical scope upon which our understandings of water use and its conservation are based i.e. the county of Buckinghamshire in the United Kingdom. Questionnaires were administered to 60 members of the general public, with the issues of awareness and attitudes towards water; current consumption behaviours; and potential barriers to increasing domestic water efficiency being explored. The results of the study are shown to support previous research findings in the area of public awareness of water use and its conservation, most notably in relation to being unaware of consumption levels and the impact gender can have on engagement. It is concluded that the findings of the study support further the need for not only ongoing research but awareness campaigns targeted at changing social norms toward the need for water efficiency, with these appearing to be associated with low awareness of environmental issues more generally.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Whether viewed as a natural resource, commodity or basic human right, we cannot exist without water (Adeyeye, 2014a; Beal & Stewart, 2011; Ginis, 2005; Juniper, 2013). This suggests that water should be treated with great respect, and caution applied to water resource use, yet until recently people have been naïve in their interactions with water (Allan, 2011). Citizens in developed nations are often unaware of global water supply issues, and are shielded by their government's ability to provide a consistent, safe, water supply. This sense of security is becoming increasingly scrutinised as climate change, population increase and more affluent lifestyles begin to threaten existing access to safe water supplies (Environment Agency, 2011; Medd & Chappells, 2008; ONS, 2012; Sharp et al., 2011; Spinks, Fielding, Price, Russell & Mankad, 2011).

Surprisingly for some, the United Kingdom (UK) is one nation showing signs of water stress, which can in part be attributed to the paradox that exists between perceived and actual water resources. The UK is often perceived as a nation with an abundance of water, yet the reality is at times significantly different. With regions varying in terms of climate, socio-economic composition and growth potential, there are areas of the UK, such as the south and south east of England that are exhibiting signs of water stress (DEFRA, 2008a; Edwards & Martin, 1995). As a result, water supply and it's security is becoming an issue of growing concern in the UK, with calls for changes in behaviour and lower levels of water consumption being increasingly made (DEFRA, 2011, DEFRA, 2008a; Environment Agency, 2008).

An important focal area for change is household water consumption. In particular, Herrington (1999) identified water consumption in England as increasing year on year, with the current average use being at 150 litres per person per day (Staddon, 2010a). This is not only a concern in terms of usage, but also because household consumption has subtler indirect impacts. For example, hot water usage in UK homes accounts for over 5% of total UK greenhouse gas emissions, equivalent to 35 million tonnes of pollution per year (DEFRA, 2008b). Water treatment and quality control also contributes to emissions and this is amplified by the fact all UK mains water is supplied to drinking quality level, despite less than 10% of mains water actually being utilised for drinking (NHBC Foundation, 2009; Orgill, Woolliscroft & Brindley, 2014). Overall, the water industry consumes 3% of total energy used in the UK, an especially significant figure when the connection between water and energy usage has not been widely acknowledged by consumers (CCW, 2015; Staddon, 2010b).

Water and energy usage are two important environmental issues, yet it can be argued consumers have not given equal attention to both resources. For instance, research by DEFRA (2007) into public attitudes and behaviours towards the environment, can be noted as highlighting that just under 50% of respondents stated they didn’t pay much attention to the amount of water used at home. However, when compared to energy usage, only 23% of respondents concluded the same. This potential difference in attitudes between water and energy is a concern. Adeyeye (2014a) builds upon this and notes several UK government incentive schemes for promoting energy efficiency, but no equivalent scheme for water (Robinson & Adeyeye, 2014).

In the context of current UK policy, DEFRA’s vision for the future 2030 targets increased consumer knowledge of household water use; the promotion of more sustainable behaviours; and a new average daily consumption figure of 130 litres per person per day (DEFRA, 2008a; DEFRA, 2008b). Therefore, understanding public awareness of and attitudes toward water use and its conservation is vital to achieving these visions, as the success of water initiatives often rely upon public engagement and support (Bell & Aitken, 2008; Dolnicar & Hurlimann, 2011; Knamiller & Sharp, 2009). Understanding how individuals perceive water use is also essential to the success of water demand management strategies (Edwards & Martin, 1995; Jenkins & Pericli, 2014; Jorgensen, Graymore & O’Toole, 2009; Medd & Shove, 2005; Steg & Vlek, 2009).

When seeking to understand water use attitudes, it is important to note the geographical context or location of the such research, which may in turn affect it's with applicability. Australia has been a hotbed for water use research due to pronounced water security issues (Syme, Shao, Po & Campbell, 2004; Rathnayaka et al., 2014; Willis, Stewart, Panuwatwanich, Capati &
Giurco, 2009). Also attitudes and awareness to water use will inevitably shift over time, with this thus necessitating the need for research to updated in order to facilitate the development of effective water demand management strategies (Adeyeye, 2014a; DEFRA, 2008a; DEFRA, 2011; Jenkins & Pericli, 2015; Medd & Shove, 2005; NHBC Foundation, 2011; Welte & Anastasio, 2010). Therefore, this study aims to not only update and enhance our knowledge and understandings of public awareness and attitudes toward water use, but to also expand the geographical context upon which from such understandings emerge.

2. METHODOLOGY

From an overarching perspective, the research undertaken for this study adopted a qualitative approach, implemented through the administration of a questionnaire to individuals over the age of 18 living in the county of Buckinghamshire. Questionnaires were administered to individuals in the key population centres of Aylesbury, Milton Keynes and High Wycombe. 20 questionnaires were administered in each location.

60 participants completed questionnaires; 30 males, 30 females. The two most common age groups were 18-30 and 51-60 year olds. Both were overrepresented when compared to the Buckinghamshire’s population. Age distribution of participants is acknowledged as being distorted thus limiting the ability to assess the impact of age. However, the heavy weighting of 18-30 year olds is argued as being value particularly as previous research by Consumer Council for Water has identified this group as a priority group for further research (CCW, 2015).

From a general perspective, the questionnaire focused on exploring awareness and attitudes toward water; current consumption behaviours; and potential barriers to increasing domestic water efficiency. To aid data collection, the questionnaire was split in three sections. The first section focused on collecting data relating to gender, age, household size, tenure, engagement with environmental issues, and awareness of water use and its conservation as an issue. Section two subsequently focused on exploring respondent's awareness of water use and saving measures, with questions focusing on whether they had a water meter, how much water their household used, how much water they used per day, what the average per capita consumption in the UK was, what every day domestic activities they thought used the most water, and what water saving or storage devices they had in their household. The final section then sought to explore water use behaviour in relation showering, brushing teeth, and gardening, with attention also focusing on exploring respondents perceptions of water sufficiency in UK, how important they thought water use was in comparison with other environmental issues, whether or not they would be willing to change their behaviour to reduce their water usage, and what broad approaches would motivate them the most to save water i.e. financial, technological, education, and/or regulation.

The majority of questionnaire responses returned quantitative data that was analysed with the aid of Microsoft Excel software. In particular, Chi-squared tests, T-Tests and regression analysis were utilised for statistical analysis (Rogerson, 2011).

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

To aid discussion of the results, the study findings have been split into nine sub-sections. Initially, the focus is on exploring a range of issues that serve to shape perceptions of and attitudes towards the importance of water use and its conservation. In particular, the first two sections focus on the exploring the impact of gender, households size, tenure. Following sections then focus on exploring the knowledge and uptake of water saving technologies and devices, awareness of water use, and engagement with water meters. Following these sections attention then turns to discussing that public awareness of environmental issues and its association with awareness. The final two sections focus on exploring the impact of financial concerns and the relative importance of water usage in comparison to the consumption of other utilities.
3.1 The impact of gender and household size

Previous research identifies priority groups to be the target of water usage and efficiency campaigns, with common variables and their impact worthy of research (Hurlimann, Dolnicar & Meyer, 2009; Jenkins & Pericili, 2015; Spinks et al., 2011). One such variable is gender. In a 2015 by CCW, young males were subsequently identified as a priority group for awareness campaigns. Study results support this finding, with it being found that twice as many females than males were interested in learning more about personal water consumption, but with equal numbers in each group feeling they could save more. This suggests awareness campaigns should seek to think carefully about how gender potentially influences engagement with water efficiency initiatives.

Fig. 1. Interest in learning more about personal water consumption

Household size (number of occupants) was another variable tested, with it being found that this variable did not have an impact on responses. This counters previous research in Australia and South Korea by Willis et al. (2009) and Lee, Park and Jeong (2012) respectively. Subsequently this finding is argued to underscore the importance of not only treating this result with caution because it differs to that of previous research but the continued need to ensure research takes place in many national and geographical contexts so as to afford us the opportunity to construct as detailed understanding of the variables that effect water use and attitudes to its conservation in different national contexts.

3.2 The impact of tenure on water use

Tenure was tested for influence on responses due to importance in previous research (Randolph & Troy, 2008; Willis et al., 2009). Results suggest tenure didn’t impact responses, perhaps a counter-intuitive finding. Tenants in rented properties for example, will have less say in household fittings and will not be in a position to invest in water-saving technologies – a point supported by one participant’s comments.

However, one question where tenure was found to statistically significant was for ownership of water butts, as ‘owned outright’ (59.1%) and ‘owned mortgage’ properties (50%) had considerably higher ownership than rented properties (13.3%). This could impact external water consumption, and further research into the role of tenure is recommended to clarify influence.

3.3 Knowledge and uptake of water saving technologies and devices

Study results also highlighted areas for increased household water efficiency, which are essential to uncover (Jorgensen, Graymore & O’Toole 2009). 36.7% of participants were found to be unaware of internal water-saving technologies in their household, suggesting that household water audits could play a key role in identifying those properties where water efficiency could be achieved though the fitting of low cost water efficiency devices such as tap aerators (Tam & Brohier, 2014). Support this argument is that the study found that 30% of
participants thought they didn’t have them in their home, and had never considered installation. One participant explicitly concluded that they had “never heard of them”.

Personal washing habits offer an opportunity to reduce consumption, with regular baths and long showers prevalent amongst respondents. The majority of participants stated water power was more important than time spent showering, and this could be important when trying to reduce water consumption. If modern aerators were installed that reduced flow volume but not the power ‘feel’, individuals could reduce shower time (NHBC Foundation, 2009; NHBC Foundation 2015). The introduction of ‘eco-baths’ would also assist in reducing water consumption from bathing habits.

The study also identified the potential to reduce external water usage by improving the uptake and fitting of water butts, as 70% of participants never used one. One in four participants regularly watered a garden during dry periods, and one in ten did so without using a water butt.

3.4 Public awareness and understandings of water use

Arguably the most critical finding from this study was that participants knew where they consumed the most water, but had little idea of actual consumption rates. Bathroom activities and white goods were considered the heaviest users (The Water Calculator, 2016; Waterwise, 2016). Actual water consumption showed no consensus in responses, and many estimates were surprisingly low (see Figure 2). If people don’t know their real consumption rate and associated impacts, their motivation to adjust behaviours will be limited. This point highlights the need for awareness campaigns. This finding supports, and is supported by, the work of Randolph and Troy (2008) who identified that water demand management strategies would benefit from increased consumer understanding of usage (see Adeyeye, 2014a; De Franca Doria, 2010; Dolnicar & Hurlimann, 2011).

When the influence of social norms was explored, in particular the influence of family and friends in altering consumption patterns, it was found that 45% of participants responded that this would affect their behaviour to some extent, providing support for the power of social influence on behaviours.

3.5 Water meter engagement

Engagement with water meters can influence awareness of water consumption (see CCW, 2015; DEFRA, 2008; DEFRA, 2011; Edwards & Martin, 1995; Knamiller & Sharp, 2009; Van Vliet, Chappells & Shove, 2005). However, this study found that 83.3% of participants either didn’t have or had never checked their water meter. Despite this finding indicating a level of disengagement, and thus a possible explanation of poor understanding of water use, it is important to acknowledge that not all research supports the ability of metering to reduce consumption (Gadbury & Hall, 1989; Macleod, 1979; Staddon, 2010a).
3.6 Public awareness of water use and water conservation

Participant’s engagement with current environmental affairs was found to be poor, with only 28.3% saying they regularly thought about environmental issues. 30% of respondents were also found to never have encountered the topics of water use and water conservation prior to this study. This suggests awareness could be acting as a barrier to increased water efficiency, which is a particular issue that influences the success of water demand management strategies (see Ajzen & Fishbein, 1980; DEFRA, 2008b; DEFRA, 2011; Jenkins & Pericli, 2014). This is also a concern when considering the apparent influence engagement with current environmental affairs had on responses.

Participants were asked whether information on water usage was widely accessible and easy to understand. 41.7% believed information was inaccessible, highlighting a further barrier to raising awareness (Steg & Vlek, 2009). Interestingly, a separate finding countered the perceived importance of public awareness, as participant’s ranked ‘increased awareness’ as the lowest motivator for saving water. This could be explained by adapting Burch’s model of conscious competence for skill acquisition, where participants were ‘unconsciously incompetent’ (GTI, 2016). Awareness was ironically not seen as an issue because individuals were unaware of any knowledge deficiency.

Personal experiences were touted as one potential influence of consumption rates, and one in five participants had experienced at least 24 hours without water (Campbell, Johnson & Larson, 2004; Jenkins & Pericli, 2014; Medd & Chappells, 2008). Results showed personal experiences had some influence on responses, and further research is recommended as a result.

The study also found that only 31.6% of participants indicated that they were currently concerned about water use and water conservation, suggesting water wasn’t a priority issue for many. This was supported by 45% of participants feeling that the UK had an abundant water supply (DEFRA, 2008b; DEFRA, 2011; Environment Agency, 2008; Juniper; 2013). One quarter of participants strongly agreed that they had the right to access as much clean water as desired, and a further one in three agreed. These attitudes are potential barrier to improving water efficiency, but were found to be contradicted by 71.6% of participants being open to the idea of changing water use behaviour.

A question originally posed by Randolph and Troy (2008) was replicated for this study, and results provided further empirical support for positive attitudes towards water efficient behaviours. 21.7% of participants believed they could do ‘a lot more’ to save water, 55% ‘some more’ and 20% ‘a little more’. Only 3.3% thought they could do nothing more, highlighting scope to improve household water efficiency.

3.8 Financial disincentives and behaviour

Alongside the influence of social norms on water efficiency, financial motivations were explored. Of the four scenarios provided to participants, financial constraint was considered the greatest motivator for reducing consumption. In further questioning, 21.7% strongly agreed and 46.6% agreed that increasing water bills would increase awareness of water consumption. It is concluded that finances play an important role in consumption behaviours, supporting existing research (DEFRA, 2008a; Jenkins & Pericli; 2014; Jenkins & Pericli, 2015; Zetland, 2011). Hassel and Cary’s (2007) rational-economic model is further supported by above findings, and suggests awareness campaigns should concentrate on financial and (where applicable) performance benefits (or parity) when attempting to reduce household water consumption. However, it is important to acknowledge that price increases alone are unlikely to effectively manage domestic water demand (Randolph & Troy, 2008).

3.9 Water, the poor relative!

41.7% of participants believed the UK had more important environmental issues than water, and a further 36.7% were undecided. Many participants were found to be more concerned about their energy consumption, believing energy efficiency was easier to achieve than water efficiency. A large number of participants were also undecided or equally concerned. This partially supports previous research by DEFRA (2007). Part of the attitude gap between energy
and water could be due to the passive nature of many water-saving technologies. For example, click taps and flow restrictors may be installed prior to occupancy and new tenants may be unaware of their presence and purpose. The NHBC Foundation (2015) found water efficiency measures were installed four times more often than energy equivalents in affordable new homes, providing some evidence for awareness issues of water efficient fittings. Adeyeye (2014a) noted a lack of promotional schemes for water efficiency products when compared to energy, and this offers further explanation for findings.

It is possible that energy receives more attention than water because of the cost differences in accessing each resource. As noted previously, money had the greatest perceived influence on behaviour, with energy tending to be more expensive (Adeyeye, 2014b). Water pricing does not accurately reflect its true value. To tackle this issue, public awareness campaigns should target the role of water efficient fittings and clarify their performance parity, alongside environmental benefit. Passive technologies are currently at risk of being undervalued, under-installed and misunderstood, with 36.7% of participants without (or unaware of) internal water-saving technologies.

The connection between water use and other environmental impacts should be more clearly communicated (Adeyeye, 2014b; Staddon, 2010b). The NHBC Foundation (2011) found “For every pound the household paid for its water use (comprising water bill and energy bill for hot water), almost 2kg of CO₂ was emitted”. If energy is considered more important by the general public (as results suggest), then the connection between hot water use and energy consumption offers a way to utilise this sensitisation.

4. CONCLUSIONS

A key finding of this study was that awareness rather than attitudes are potentially the key barrier to improving household water efficiency. As such, it is recommended that awareness campaigns are enhanced, and concentrate on water use in ‘real terms’ to assist information transfer to the general public. Quick wins identified should be central to future campaigns, alongside the financial and performance benefits (or parity) of water-saving technologies. Clear communication from water providers as identified in The Water Act (DEFRA, 2014) will be paramount in efforts to increase household water efficiency.

It is further recommended that educational campaigns are introduced, and efforts to inform individuals should receive greater attention. For example, the EU water label and other similar information schemes should be explored (Orgill, Woolliscroft & Brindley, 2014; The Water Label Company Ltd, 2016). Shedding light on social norms and average consumption levels could mitigate some of the heaviest consumers, but also risks alienating efficient individuals. People are generally open to learning more about water consumption, and this pro-environmental spirit should be utilised in efforts to increase efficiency.

The availability of water efficiency information is currently a problem that needs to be addressed by the water industry. When designing new water demand management strategies, information dispersal should be central to discussions. Additionally, promotional campaigns for water-saving technologies should be considered (Adeyeye, 2014b).

Finally, caution should be exercised when applying international research to the UK. The economic, climatic and demographic differences between nations limits the wider validity of research. It is therefore argued that further research is urgently needed within the UK to assist water conservation efforts.
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